Skill Development Activity: Improving Spatial Structuring Through Classifier Use [ASL to English]

Classifiers fall into a variety of classes. According to the Signing Naturally (2014) curriculum, published by Dawn Sign Press, there are eight.

1. **semantic classifier**

Semantic classifiers are proforms that function as "pronoun" that replaces a noun (or as noun and verb combined). Some examples of semantic classifiers are: cl-1 (e.g. a person), cl-2 (e.g. two persons), cl-2-upside down (a standing person), cl-2bent (e.g. an animal), etc.

2. **descriptive classifier**

Descriptive classifiers are used to describe shape, size, texture, or a pattern of a noun. Examples include stripes on a shirt, width or narrowness of a corridor, shape, length and thickness of a moustache, surface of a road that is under repair, etc.

3. **instrument classifier**

The handshapes of instrument classifiers describe how an object is handled. E.g. using a tool, holding a book, cutting with a knife, pushing a button, buttoning a shirt, lifting a jar lid, pulling a nail, removing a book from a shelf, etc.

4. **element classifiers**

These classifiers use both the handshapes and movements to describe the property and movement of the elements of fire, water, and air. Examples could include showing a fire raging across a vast amount of land or engulfing an entire house.

5. **locative classifier**

Two types of locative classifiers are 1) location and 2) pathline. Locative classifier is used to indicate a location of something, or the position relative to another. It is also used as a pathline of the object and its movement and/or distance. For example, the relationship of a house to the garage would show location, and the path from the opening of the garage door to the backdoor of the house would show the pathline. Or, if a particular book is located on the third shelf down, fifth book over from the left, of a five-shelf bookcase, the path from the bookcase top shelf down to the third shelf, and over from the left to the right by five books to show the specific location of the book would be the pathway.

6. **body classifier**

Body classifier uses a direct contact with most of the upper frontal part of the body to refer to a part of the body. For example, hands "holding a person", tapping on a person's back or shoulder, or, a person nodding their head to show someone nodding their head.

7. **body part classifier**

Body part classifier is a symbol that refers to a part of the body beyond the frame of signing area -- e.g. legs, back, feet, etc. For example, you utter the ASL word #foot and then use its classifier (e.g. the passive hand) to represent the foot. Or, you would use an CL-S handshape to represent a head shaking no. Or, you would use the CL-index finger of both hands, crossed, to represent legs crossed.
8. plural classifier

Plural classifier is a plural symbol of a noun or subject. E.g. CL-open-hand, horizontal, palm down for "many birds flying in the sky" or CL: horizontal 3-handshape representing a car parked in a lot, held, while the non-dominant hand replicates and moves that handshape across the lot, would show multiple cars parked in the lot.

In this particular unit of learning, you will analyze a series of short ASL texts to determine how ASL speakers use classifier constructs to convey meaning and as part of the grammatical feature of spatial structuring. You will also practice translating the ASL classifier constructs into equivalent spoken English words/phrases, and then integrate that information into an interpretation of the ASL message into spoken English. In another unit of learning in the repository, you can focus on translating English words and phrases into ASL classifier constructs.

1. Let’s practice the process you are being asked to apply in this unit. Consider the following ASL text entitled A Cross Country Mishap. This ASL vlog is 1:03 minutes in length and the ASL narrator is discussing what happens to one individual during a cross country skiing competition. View the text first for comprehension, and then next to isolate and identify where classifiers and classifier constructs were utilized.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Np_AZLR29iw

Where did the narrator use classifiers in this text? What classification do the classifiers you identified fit into? How did the classifiers contribute to the spatial structuring of the message? How did the ASL narrator establish the topic, the individuals involved, and the specifics of what transpired in the story? What strategies did the narrator use to create a real-world orientation? Were there instances of close-up and long-shot perspective utilized? Record your findings.

How do your findings compare with the following list?

**TIMECODE**  **CLASSIFIER TYPE AND MEANING**

- :07-:08  **Semantic Classifier**—CL:5 [both hands] showing people converging on the landscape for cross country race, start of the race and skiers moving across the terrain
- :09-:12  **Descriptive Classifier**—CL:5 showing rolling hills and multiple trees across the landscape the skiers will follow for the race
- :14  **Body-Part Classifier**—CL:V to show legs walking in the snow
- :28  **Semantic Classifiers**—CL:1 for one person lagging slightly to the rear of the CL:5 group of skiers as they move across the terrain
- :38- :42  **Descriptive/Locative Classifier**—CL:5 claw representing large rock located on the terrain in front of the skier, and Semantic Classifier—CL:1 for individual skier hitting rock and falling over it; Narrator shifts to close-up orientation where narrator assumes character of the skier using Body Classifiers—CL:hands-up-in-the-air as upper torso moves forward depicting a fall constructing the action of losing his balance and falling over the rock
- :43- :44  **Descriptive/Locative Classifiers**—CL:bent L on both hands for pond on other side of rock, CL:bent L on both hands for mud in pond
- :46  **Body Classifiers**—Close-up orientation of skier falling into the pond alternating with a Semantic Classifier—CL:1 representing the skier bent and moving forward in twisted fall over rock and into the mud
Descriptive Classifier—CL:5 representing mud, Close-up orientation for mud splashing up across skiers face

Descriptive Classifier—CL:5 representing mud, Close-up orientation for mud spreading across and down skiers face and onto clothing

Body-Part Classifier—CL:V for legs of skier as he slowly stands up from fall

Semantic Classifier—CL:1 for skier going off across the terrain in direction of the other skiers

Part of the application of these classifiers is the use of constructed action to depict one of the skiers falling behind, falling over a rock into a mud pond, getting up and leaving the incident moving in the direction of the other skiers. This alternating between close-up and long-shot orientation is a part of depiction in ASL. Depiction is another important aspect of incorporating a real-life, visual-spatial orientation to information and provides for a natural application of classifiers as part of the process.

2. With these examples in mind, along with any additional examples you identified, develop an English translation for each of the classifiers/classifier constructions. How would you articulate the information presented visually-spatially in ASL into an equally vivid and descriptive spoken English equivalent?

Once you have completed developing the translations of the individual pieces, practice incorporating them into an interpretation of the entire text from ASL to English. When you are comfortable with your interpretation, tape it, share it with a mentor and/or peers for feedback, and re-do as the feedback warrants, until you have an ASL to English interpretation that you feel is a good illustration of the meaning of the text and incorporates the English wording that conveys the information in a dynamic and descriptive manner.

You can take the process one step further by having someone who is unfamiliar with the original text to back-translate the English interpretation into ASL and then compare that translation to the original text. This will help you to gauge how effective you were in preserving the semantic intent of the original ASL text.

3. Here is an ASL text that has been captioned with a translation. View this as a ‘warm-up’ for the application activity that follows.

ASL Text: “The House” – 4:35 minutes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Rcz5Oc_3XKY

What did you notice about how the many classifiers used in the story were conveyed in spoken English? What cross-linguistic strategies from this sample might you incorporate into your own work? Discuss your thoughts with a colleague or peer for deeper consideration.

Now, you will repeat the analysis process that occurred in the unit content with additional English texts that you will translate into ASL. Here are the steps you will apply, followed by a series of short, but robust English texts for you to work with.

1. Analyze the ASL text to determine how classifiers were used as part of creating a real-world visual-spatial orientation.
2. Isolate and identify the classifiers and classifier constructs that exist within the text. What does each mean within the text? Identify the class of classifiers that were used—it is common to use multiple classes within a text.

3. How would the same information be communicated in spoken English? Complete a translation of each of the classifiers and classifier constructs the text.

4. Now, generate an ASL to spoken English interpretation of the text in its entirety, giving particular attention to how you convey the ASL classifiers to create a dynamic equivalency in spoken English.

5. When you feel you have a fairly solid interpretation, film yourself generating it.

6. Conduct a self-assessment. Were you successful in applying the translations you intended? What would you do differently to make it more effective? Share the video with a mentor and/or peers for further feedback.

6. Incorporating your own self-assessment and feedback from your mentor and/or peers, re-do your translation and filming of it.

7. If time permits, give the final English interpretation [audio only] to a peer unfamiliar with the text and your translation and have them back-translate it into ASL. How representative is the back-translation of the original ASL text? How might you improve your interpretation further to make it more equivalent?

Repeat this process with any of the following texts. With regular practice, review, and revision, this strategy will strengthen your ability to recognize and identify ASL classifier constructs in application and determine their English equivalence. The following texts can be used to practice further application of the steps in analyzing ASL messages for the use of ASL classifiers and how to translate those into spoken English equivalents. These texts were selected because they are short and rich in use of ASL classifiers. Applying the same steps to texts that are longer in length and more complex in subject matter is also important. To that end, there are additional and more complex texts at the end.

1. Egg Toss-1:24 minutes  
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4dppFp-LBEM

2. Water Balloon-:56 seconds  
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kLi3cAoHiMc

3. The Red Car Accident-3:57 minutes  
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9MArpnBdDdc

4. The Dummy-5:04 minutes  
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MpSLx9LLQFU

5. Moose Hunting Trip-5:00 minutes  
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3hU3X0yiwE0

6. Pneumonia-1:05 minutes  
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0x9b6qt7TEw&list=PL9C632E2215197724&index=2

7. Lung Cancer-2:22 minutes  
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vmg_SqUDKFA&index=3&list=PL9C632E2215197724
More complex videos with classifiers

8. How the Lungs Work-5:13 minutes
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V6msPKqw1QQ&list=PL9C632E2215197724

9. The Digestive System-6:15 minutes
   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=35RrgzojH4M

10. The Heart-6:08 minutes
    https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4ivNvP9i1nE&t=115s